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We study the nonlinear gravitational dynamics of a universe filled with a pressureless fluid and a
cosmological constant Λ in the context of Newtonian gravity, and in the relativistic post-Friedmann
approach proposed in paper I [I. Milillo et al., Phys. Rev. D 92, 023519 (2015).]. The post-Friedmann
approximation scheme is based on the 1/c expansion of the space-time metric and the energy-
momentum tensor, and includes nonlinear Newtonian cosmology. Here we establish the nonlinear
post-Friedmann framework in the Lagrangian-coordinates approach for structure formation. For this
we first identify a Lagrangian gauge which is suitable for incorporating nonzero vorticity. We analyze
our results in two limits: at the leading order we recover the fully nonlinear Newtonian cosmological
equations in the Lagrangian formulation, and we provide a space-time metric consistent from the
perspective of general relativity. We then linearize our expressions and recover the relativistic results
at first order in cosmological perturbation theory. Therefore, the introduced approximation scheme
provides a unified treatment for the two leading-order regimes, from the small scales described by
Newtonian gravity to the large linear scale, where first-order relativistic cosmological perturbation
theory gives a very good description of structure formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ΛCDM model [1, 2] provides today the accepted
standard concordance [3] description of our Universe
[4]. Its late dynamics is dominated by a collisionless
cold dark matter (CDM) component and a cosmologi-
cal constant Λ: the latter is responsible for the observed
acceleration of the cosmic expansion, while CDM can col-
lapse and form structures. Baryons, i.e., matter which in-
teracts gravitationally and electroweakly, and radiation
(photons and neutrinos), although responsible for many
phenomena we can observe directly, are nowadays only a
minor constituent of the overall energy budget.
This concordance model is based on general relativ-
ity (GR) as the theory of gravity and on assuming ho-
mogeneity and isotropy on very large scales, so that the
Universe as a whole is described as a Friedman-Lemaˆıtre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-time and its overall ex-
pansion is parametrized by the cosmic scale factor a(t),
governed by the Friedmann equations. However, on small
enough scales the Newtonian treatment of structure for-
mation is usually assumed to be a good approximation.
Then, assuming a pressureless fluid (dust) description
that is valid at sufficiently early times (before shell cross-
ing), the evolution of the CDM component is given by
the Euler–Poisson equations.
Initial conditions for structure formation, even in the
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Newtonian description, are set at early times by rela-
tivistic and electroweak physics (governed by the set of
coupled Boltzmann–Einstein equations) that also leads
to the observation of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) anisotropies [4–6]. These initial fluctuations are
very tiny, and therefore can be well described as per-
turbations of the FLRW background space-time, usually
divided into three irreducible parts: scalar, vector and
tensors modes (the latter only appearing in the relativis-
tic context and describing gravitational waves).
Specifically relevant to our analysis is the velocity field
of matter, which in general can be split into a scalar
part, proportional to the gradient of a velocity potential,
and a vector part. In Newtonian theory the vorticity
is defined as the curl of the velocity, which is vanish-
ing if the velocity is exactly of the scalar type. Further-
more, as it follows from the Kelvin circulation theorem, a
pressureless fluid which is initially curl free remains curl
free (see, e.g., [7]).1 This result generalizes to GR [9–11]
where, however, vorticity is a four-vector and is defined
as the antisymmetric part of the covariant derivative of
the four-velocity of matter. In addition, the gravitational
field (i.e., the space-time metric) in general also contains
a vector part, leading to the relativistic effect of frame
dragging. It follows that, although related, the Newto-
nian and GR vorticity fields are different, in subtle ways
that we aim at elucidating here.
1 Of course, a fluid which is initially curl free will generate vortic-
ities when it enters into the multistream regime (see, e.g., [8]).
This regime is accompanied with multivalued velocities, and this
is also one reason why the single-stream fluid description breaks
down.
2In cosmological perturbation theory [10, 12, 13] only
scalar modes are relevant for structure formation at first
order, thus vorticity is usually neglected. In addition,
studying the linearized fluid equations leads to the ob-
servation that, in an expanding universe, vorticity decays
away as 1/a (for a review, see e.g. [14]). However, a non-
vanishing vorticity could potentially have impact on the
(early) gravitational dynamics. Furthermore, there is no
reason why the initial vorticity should be exactly vanish-
ing, expecially considering that nonlinear CMB physics
generates vector perturbations which remain constant at
early times (recombination), and are of the order of a few
percent with respect to second-order scalar perturbations
[15–17]. Vorticity can also be present at late times and
contributes to generate frame dragging, a purely rela-
tivistic gravitomagnetic (vector-type) effect. This is pro-
duced at leading order, i.e. by a purely Newtonian dy-
namics, in the post-Friedmann (PF) approximation, as
shown in paper I [18] and computed in Newtonian N -
body simulations [19, 20], and also in the f(R) gravity
context [21]; cf. also [22]. In order to give a self-consistent
and complete description we therefore include vorticity in
our analysis.
Vorticity has been previously considered by various au-
thors. In Refs. [7, 23–25] it is discussed in a Newtonian
setup how the vorticity is coupled to the nonlinear den-
sity enhancement (see also [26]). A relativistic treatment
of this density-vorticity relation was given in [27], and in
[28] even for a relativistic fluid with pressure. References
[29, 30] consider vorticity generation in a fluid with pres-
sure [9, 11]—a topic we do not investigate in this paper.
More relevant for the present study is Ref. [31], where a
relativistic coordinate system/gauge which is convenient
for investigating vorticity is introduced.
The flow of a fluid can be studied, in GR or in New-
tonian physics, either in the Eulerian or Lagrangian rep-
resentation. The Eulerian formulation makes use of the
coordinate system of a fixed observer, where the observer
is studying how the streams of matter are clustering [13].
This fixed coordinate system is uniquely defined in the
absolute Euclidean space of Newtonian physics but it is
completely arbitrary in GR. In the Lagrangian formula-
tion, by contrast, the observer makes use of a coordinate
system which is attached to the matter elements, i.e., the
observer is comoving with the fluid.
In this paper we investigate the Lagrangian-
coordinates approach to cosmological structure forma-
tion, in ΛCDM and taking vorticity into account, in (1)
the Newtonian setting and (2) within a specific approxi-
mation scheme in GR, namely the post-Friedmann frame-
work [18–21, 32]. Specifically, in the Newtonian part of
this paper we derive nonlinear evolution equations for the
dynamical fields in the Lagrangian-coordinates formula-
tion, obtaining some new results. One of these is the so-
called Cauchy invariants, which are known in the more
general literature on fluid dynamics (e.g., [33–35]), but in
the cosmological case only known in the case of vanish-
ing vorticity (see [34, 36–39]). Another new Newtonian
result we obtain is the generalization of the Bernoulli
equation in Lagrangian space including vorticity. These
equations, together with the mass conservation equation
and Poisson equation, form a complete set of Newtonian
equations which can be solved, e.g., by using Lagrangian
perturbation theory (e.g., [14, 40–44]).
The second part of this paper deals with the nonlinear
relativistic PF framework [18–21, 32], which in essence is
a generalization of the post-Minkowski (weak-field) ap-
proximation (see e.g., [45]) to the case of a flat FLRW
background space-time, together with the fundamental
assumption that peculiar velocities are small.2 As shown
in paper I [18], in this framework one directly recovers,
to the leading order in a 1/c expansion in the Poisson (or
conformal Newtonian) gauge [53], the Newtonian cosmo-
logical equations in the Eulerian frame (this justifies the
Poisson gauge as the Eulerian gauge of choice in the rela-
tivistic context). Furthermore it was also shown in paper
I [18] that, linearizing the equations and with the use of
a resummation scheme, one recovers first-order relativis-
tic cosmological perturbation theory (CPT) in the same
gauge [54]. Thus, the PF approach provides a unified
nonlinear framework to study cosmological structure for-
mation from small scales, where the Newtonian regime
is valid, to large scales, where relativistic CPT is a good
approximation.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a Lagrangian-
coordinates formulation of the PF approach, allowing
for vorticity. To the leading order in the 1/c expan-
sion, therefore, we obtain the Lagrangian-coordinates
formulation of the Newtonian fluid equations; in addi-
tion, we recover first-order relativistic perturbation re-
sults when we linearize our equations. As said above,
the post-Friedmann approximation scheme naturally in-
corporates vorticity and describes frame dragging, fea-
tures that are directly allowed by the Poisson gauge used
in [18–21, 32]. The synchronous-comoving-orthogonal
gauge (SCO) is commonly used in the literature when in-
vestigating general relativistic Lagrangian fluid dynamics
(e.g., [46, 47, 55–60]), but this gauge can only be used for
an irrotational fluid, where the simultaneous conditions
synchronous, comoving and orthogonal hold. These con-
ditions become however incompatible when nonvanishing
vorticity is allowed. Here, by applying completely general
considerations, we thus motivate our gauge choice which
we physically link to a general Lagrangian frame, i.e., a
coordinate system which allows vorticity, and we call the
resulting gauge the Lagrangian gauge. We note that this
Lagrangian gauge is constructed in such a way that, in
the limit of vanishing vorticity, it becomes identical with
the SCO gauge. Furthermore, we define the Lagrangian
gauge from exact properties on the metric that we deduce
2 This should be contrasted with the standard post-Newtonian
(PN) approximation [45–51]; see paper I [18] for a detailed dis-
cussion. See also [52] for a double expansion which seems to be
highly related to the post-Friedmann approach.
3from the geodesic equation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
port the essentials of the Newtonian approach of struc-
ture formation. Specifically in Sec. II B, we introduce
a new Lagrangian-coordinates approach in Newton the-
ory, and there we also report new findings such as the
Cauchy invariants and the generalized Bernoulli equa-
tion. Thereafter, we switch to a general relativistic de-
scription. Specifically, in Sec. III we define first the La-
grangian gauge nonperturbatively, and in Sec. IV we first
review the PF approach in the Poisson gauge, which
serves as our Eulerian approach in the present paper.
To obtain the corresponding Lagrangian-coordinates ap-
proach, our strategy is not to solve the field equations in
the Lagrangian gauge, but instead we perform a gauge
transformation from Poisson gauge to Lagrangian gauge
(Sec. V). We choose to proceed in this way to high-
light the following physical interpretation of this gauge
transformation: fairly similar to the spatial transforma-
tion from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates in New-
ton theory—which contains the whole dynamical infor-
mation of the system, i.e., the Newtonian displacement
field, the outlined gauge transformation amounts to a
four-dimensional coordinate transformation involving, to
the leading order in 1/c, the identical Newtonian dis-
placement field in the spatial component of the gauge
transformation, and the Newtonian velocity potential in
the temporal part of the gauge transformation. Finally,
we conclude in Sec. VI.
Notation: when it is necessary for clarity we use the
subscript E (Eulerian) for the Poisson gauge with coordi-
nates xµ=˙(η,x), and L (Lagrangian) for the Lagrangian
gauge with coordinates qµ=˙(τ, q). Greek indices refer to
space-time coordinates, whereas latin indices refer to spa-
tial coordinates. For notational simplicity, spatial deriva-
tives with respect to the spatial Lagrangian coordinate
qi are abbreviated with a comma “, i”, and for the spa-
tial Eulerian coordinate xi we use sometimes a slash “|i”.
εijk is the Levi–Civita symbol. The subscript 1 is used
when a variable is evaluated at first order in cosmological
perturbation theory. Summation over repeated indices is
assumed. We make use of conformal time and make use
of the conformal metric γµν = gµν/a
2.
II. NEWTONIAN FLUID EQUATIONS
In the following we first review the Newtonian cosmo-
logical fluid equations in Eulerian coordinates. Then, in
Sec. II B, we introduce a novel Lagrangian-coordinates
approach, which allows a nonzero vortical component in
the fluid velocity.
Before going into the details, let us point out the lim-
itations of the fluid description: this is valid only in
the so-called single-stream regime, i.e. the description
breaks down when fluid trajectories begin to intersect.
In cosmology, this is referred to as shellcrossing, and it
is accompanied by the appearance of caustics with ex-
treme densities; in general fluid mechanics, this is usu-
ally called a blowup. After a possible transition pe-
riod in a multifluid regime, eventually the dynamics of
the matter should be given by a much more demand-
ing phase-space description; the evolution of this multi-
stream regime is governed by the Vlasov–Poisson equa-
tions (see e.g., [8, 44]). In this paper we do not inves-
tigate such a phase-space description, which means that
our description breaks down when the first shellcrossing
occurs. Yet, our approach allows us to include vorticity
in the initial conditions.
A. Newtonian Eulerian approach
Newtonian physics is based on absolute space, with a
Euclidean geometry, and absolute time t. In cosmology
it is convenient to use the fixed comoving coordinates of
the expanding FLRW background; these are the coor-
dinates that in this context are referred to as Eulerian.
This homogeneous isotropic FLRW universe has matter
density ρ¯, satisfying a background continuity equation,
and its evolution is described by the scale factor a(t),
governed by the Friedmann equations. After subtraction
of these background equations, in Eulerian coordinates
the Euler equations and the continuity equation for the
inhomogeneous cosmic fluid are, respectively,
∂ηv + (v ·∇)v = −Hv +∇UN , (1)
∂ηδ +∇ · [(1 + δ)v] = 0 , (2)
where v is the peculiar velocity, η the conformal time
satisfying adη = dt, and H ≡ (∂ηa)/a the conformal
Hubble parameter. The system of equations governing
the dynamics of the self-gravitation fluid is closed by the
Poisson equation for UN, the cosmological (or peculiar)
potential,
∇
2UN = −4πGρ¯a2δ , (3)
where δ = (ρ− ρ¯)/ρ¯ is the matter density contrast.
In this paper we allow the velocity to have a lon-
gitudinal and transverse component; thus we have
v =∇Φ +∇×A, with A being subject to the Coulomb
gauge condition∇·A = 0. We define the Newtonian vor-
ticity as
ω ≡ 1
2
∇× v , (4)
or, explicitly, in a Eulerian coordinate system and in in-
dex notation
ωiE =
1
2
√
h
εijkvEk|j , (5)
where h = det[hij ] is the determinant of the spatial met-
ric hij . In the following we assume that the Eulerian
coordinate system is Cartesian, so that the metric is δij
and det[hij ] = det[δij ] = 1.
The velocity has three degrees of freedom, one scalar
and two vector parts, for which we obtain evolution equa-
tions in Lagrangian space.
4B. Newtonian Lagrangian approach
Let q 7→ x(q, η) be the Lagrangian map from the initial
position q to the Eulerian position x(q, η) at conformal
time η. The map satisfies
x˙ = v , x(q, η) = q + S(q, η) , x(q, ηini) = q , (6)
where S is the Lagrangian displacement field. This has
a longitudinal and transverse part in Lagrangian space,
even in the case of vanishing vorticity, because of the
nonlinearity of the Lagrangian map.
The first expression in (6) is the Lagrangian represen-
tation of the fluid velocity, which makes use of the La-
grangian convective time derivative (equivalent with the
total time derivative),
˙ ≡ ∂
∂η
∣∣∣
q
=
∂
∂η
∣∣∣
x
+ v ·∇ . (7)
This “dot derivative” commutes with the spatial La-
grangian derivatives ∂/∂qi.
A fundamental object of the Lagrangian formulation is
the Jacobian matrix of the coordinates transformation,
J¯ ij =
∂xi
∂qj
= δij + Si,j , (8)
where Si,j is the deformation tensor. The invariance of
the Euclidean line element dℓ2 = δijdx
idxj = hLijdq
idqj
gives the metric in Lagrangian coordinates:
hLij = J¯ kiJ¯ ljδkl , (9)
with determinant
√
hL = J¯ , where here and in the fol-
lowing, J¯ ≡ det [J¯ ij] is the determinant of the Jaco-
bian matrix, and when it is necessary for clarity we use
the subscript “E” for Eulerian and “L” for Lagrangian
fields/functions.
From the definition of the vorticity, Eq. (4), and the
fact that the velocity transforms under a general coordi-
nate transformation as a vector, vLk = J¯ lkvEl (x(q, η)), it
is straightforward to obtain an expression for the vortic-
ity in Lagrangian coordinates,
ωiL =
(
2J¯ )−1 εijkvLk,j = (2J¯ )−1 εijk ˙¯J ljJ¯lk , (10)
an expression that we use below.
By contrast, we can express the vorticity in Eulerian
coordinates, Eq. (5), as3
ωaE(x(q, η), η) =
J¯ ai
2J¯ ε
ijk ˙¯J ljJ¯lk , (11)
3 Let us briefly outline the derivation of Eq. (11). Start-
ing from the vorticity in a Cartesian coordinate system,
ωi
E
≡ εijkvE
k|j
/2, we convert the Eulerian derivative into a
Lagrangian one by using the inverse of the Jacobian ma-
trix, J¯−1ij = ε
lm
i ε
pq
j J¯plJ¯qm/(2J¯ ). We then arrive at
ωa
E
= εajkεlpqε rs
j
J¯rpJ¯sq
˙¯Jkl/(4J¯ ), which after contraction of
two Levi-Civita symbols yields (11). See also Ref. [43].
which, after inspection of Eq. (10) yields the relation [31]
ωaE = J¯ ai ωiL , (12)
as it should.
Let us now consider the dynamics. A first equation is
the Lagrangian mass conservation, which is obtained by
integrating Eq. (2) and making use of the definition of
the Lagrangian map [40],
δ = 1/J¯ − 1 . (13)
We now derive an evolution equation for the pure
vector part of the Euler equation in Lagrangian coor-
dinates, the so-called Cauchy invariants. To this end
we adopt, with slight modifications, the procedure out-
lined in Ref. [34]. The left-hand side of Eq. (1) is the La-
grangian acceleration, and together with the definition of
the Lagrangian map we can rewrite this equation as
x¨ = −Hx˙+∇ULN , (14)
where ULN = U
L
N(q, η) ≡ UN(x(q, η), η). Note that, on
the r.h.s. of Eq. (14), we still have a Eulerian spatial
gradient, which can be converted to a Lagrangian one.
Equation (14) is then, in index notation,
x¨i = −Hx˙i + J¯ −1ij ∂qjULN , (15)
where J¯−1ij = ∂qj/∂xi denotes the inverse of the Jacobian
matrix. Introducing the superconformal time ζ, defined
by a2dζ ≡ adη = dt [41, 43], the Hubble drag disappears
in Eq. (15), which now reads
∂2ζxi = J¯−1ij ∂qjULNa2 . (16)
Following [34], we rewrite this as
∂ζ
[(
∂ζx
l
) J¯li] = ∂qi
(
1
2
|∂ζx|2 + ULNa2
)
. (17)
Taking the Lagrangian curl of this equation we find
∂ζ
[
εijk
(
∂ζJ¯ lj
) J¯lk] = 0 , (18)
and integrating in superconformal time then gives
εijk
(
∂ζJ¯ lj
) J¯lk = Ci , (19)
where Ci is an integration constant. Expressing this
equation in terms of conformal time and evaluating it
at initial time (ini) according to (6), by virtue of Eq. (10)
this integration constant is seen to be related to the ini-
tial vorticity, i.e., Ci = 2ωiiniaini. We thus obtain finally
the Cauchy invariants
1
2
εijk ˙¯J ljJ¯lk =
aini
a
ωiini , (20)
which shows that the vorticity decays away with the Hub-
ble expansion. Locally, however, since ainiω
i
ini/a = J¯ ωiL
[obtained from Eq. (10)] implies that the vorticity will
5inevitably grow near caustic formation, where J¯ ≃ 0.
Again, ωiini is the initial vorticity which could result from
physics before recombination (cf. Ref. [16]), and it is not
the vorticity which is generated at shellcrossing for which
we have that J¯ = 0.
Equations (20) are our final results for the so-called
Cauchy invariants for cosmological fluids, which have,
to our knowledge, not yet been reported in the litera-
ture.4 The Cauchy invariants are a set of constructive
equations which can be used to determine the transverse
components of the Lagrangian displacement field. In-
deed, imposing an ansatz for the displacement field in
powers of the scale factor, i.e., S =
∑∞
n=1 S
(n)(q) an, a
typical ansatz in Lagrangian perturbation theory [14], we
straightforwardly obtain from Eq. (20) a relation for the
nth order Taylor coefficient of the transverse part of the
displacement in terms of lower-order coefficients,
εijkS(n)k,j = δn1
2aini
a˙a
ωiini+
∑
0<m<n
n− 2m
2n
εijkS(m)j,l ∂qlS(n−m)k .
(21)
Note that the second term on the rhs of this relation
is sourced by both vector and scalar components of the
displacement. Thus, to subsequently construct the trans-
verse part of the displacement in a recursive way, one re-
quires also a recursion relation for the scalar part of the
displacement (see, e.g., Eq. (23) in [39]). Then, to obtain
the displacement field containing both scalar and vector
parts, one has to solve at each order a Helmholtz–Hodge
problem. See also Ref. [34] for further details on recur-
sive solution techniques for the Lagrangian displacement
field.
By plugging the Cauchy invariants (20) into the vortic-
ity expression (11), we recover the well-known “Cauchy
integral(s)” (e.g., [7, 31])
ωaE(x(q, η), η) =
aini
a
J¯ ai
J¯ ω
i
ini , (22)
which, after inspection of (13), explicitly states that the
vorticity dynamics are coupled to the density [7]. As evi-
dent from the above analysis, the Cauchy invariants (20)
and the Cauchy integrals (22) are intrinsically related to
each other; however we stress again that the former are
constructive relations to determine the transverse part
of the displacement field, whereas the latter give the Eu-
lerian vorticity at arbitrary times in terms of the La-
grangian map once the displacement field has been deter-
mined.
We now turn back to the Euler equation in order to
derive the generalization of the Bernoulli equation in La-
grangian space including vorticity. To obtain the expres-
sion for the scalar part of (1) in Lagrangian coordinates,
4 For the noncosmological version of the Cauchy invariants, see,
e.g., Refs. [33–35], whereas for the cosmological case but with
vanishing vorticity, see Refs. [38, 39]. For related expressions
using differential forms, see Refs. [36, 61].
we again start with its equivalent (17), but now take its
Lagrangian divergence which reads
1
a
∂η
[
a ∂qi
{
x˙kJ¯ki
}]
=∇2
q
(
1
2
|x˙|2 + ULN
)
, (23)
where ∇2
q
≡ ∂ql∂ql , and we have converted the temporal
derivative back to conformal time.
Now, the curly bracket on the lhs of (23) is noth-
ing but the Lagrangian gradient of the Lagrangian ve-
locity potential ΦL. To see this, we begin with the
Helmholtz–Hodge decomposition of the Eulerian veloc-
ity vE ≡ v‖E + v⊥E, and focus on its longitudinal part
which, in index notation, is v
‖E
k ≡ ∂xkΦE. We trans-
form this longitudinal part to (pseudo) Lagrangian space:
∂xkΦ
L = x˙k. All fields and dependences are Lagrangian,
but there is one Eulerian spatial gradient left, which,
however can be converted into a Lagrangian one by mul-
tiplying the last expression by J¯ki. It is then evident
that
∇
2
q
ΦL = ∂qi
{
x˙kJ¯ki
}
, (24)
which concludes the proof.5
Taking the inverse Lagrangian Laplacian on Eq. (23),
the resulting integration constant c(η) may be discarded
and we arrive at the generalized Bernoulli equation in
Lagrangian space
Φ˙L +HΦL − 1
2
|x˙|2 = ULN . (25)
We remark again that our derivation of this equation
includes vorticity; to our knowledge this is a new result
in the cosmological literature (for the version valid for
irrotational motion, see Eq. (93) in [46]). In the more
general literature on fluid mechanics, a highly related
result has been reported in Ref. [63] (cf. their Eq. (3.155a)
on page 115).
Equations (20) and (25) can be used to derive respec-
tively the vector and scalar part of the velocity. Supple-
menting these equations with the Lagrangian mass con-
servation and the Poisson equation, we have established
a closed set for the Newtonian fluid equations. We note
that the Poisson equation (3) is still formulated in Eule-
rian space, whereas the other equations of the closed set
are in Lagrangian space. Thus, the closed set of equa-
tions provided is in a seemingly mixed form which how-
ever could be easily rectified, e.g., by transforming the
Poisson equation to Lagrangian space.
5 To our knowledge, the expression for the Lagrangian velocity po-
tential, Eq. (24), has not been reported so far in the literature.
The Lagrangian velocity potential, to second order, has been de-
rived in Ref. [62]; see their Eq. (A17). It is interesting to note that
ΦL = ∇−2q ∂
qi
(
x˙kJ¯ki
)
contains (higher-order) contributions of
the longitudinal and transverse part of the displacement (even if
vanishing vorticity is assumed).
6III. LAGRANGIAN FRAME IN GR
INCLUDING VORTICITY
For the purposes of this section it is useful to keep in
mind the perspective of the 3+1 formalism [64], where
the space-time is split in a family of three-dimensional
hypersurfaces where the time is constant, the space, plus
the time direction, in strict analogy with the Newtonian
treatment and with our intuition. This geometrical struc-
ture, called time slicing or foliation, defines the normal
vector field, nµ, which is by definition orthogonal to every
hypersurface. In addition, the description of the gravita-
tional dynamics introduces the observer’s vector field, tµ,
along which the spatial coordinates are constant, mean-
ing that ti = 0 by definition. The 0i component of the
space-time metric, the so-called shift, represents the rate
of deviation of the constant-space coordinates field tµ
from the normal vector field nµ. In other words, the
normal and the observer’s vector field coincide only if
g0i = 0. In addition to the geometrical description of
the space-time, we have of course another fundamental
vector field, namely the four-velocity of the matter, uµ.
In the Lagrangian approach to the fluid flow, the dy-
namics is described with respect to a coordinate system
attached to the matter elements. The observer is comov-
ing with the fluid and makes use of spatial coordinates
such that the fluid is at rest; thus both the spatial com-
ponents of the observer’s vector field and the spatial ve-
locity of the fluid vanish. In the 3+1 formalism we then
set ti = ui = 0 for a Lagrangian frame. Traditionally, in
the cosmological literature one often deals with an irro-
tational flow, and it turns out that the SCO gauge is an
excellent choice to study such a relativistic Lagrangian
fluid flow; see e.g. [13, 46, 57]. In this case, in virtue of
the irrotational assumption, the matter four-velocity is a
hypersurface-orthogonal vector, and it coincides with the
normal field [9]. In other words, the spatial coordinates
of the SCO gauge are constant along the observer’s vector
field, the normal vector field, and along the world lines of
the matter elements; thus ui = ni = ti = 0. In this case
the spatial coordinates are named comoving orthogonal
[10, 12]. This choice implies that the shift is vanishing,
g0i = 0. This is possible only in virtue of the irrotational
assumption on the matter four-velocity, that is therefore
a hypersurface-orthogonal vector and can coincide with
the normal field [9]. Also, in the SCO gauge the time
coordinate coincides with the proper time of the fluid
and thus g00 = −a2 (in conformal time). This is possible
only if the fluid is pressureless, i.e., only for dust [9]. This
choice for spatial and temporal coordinates holds only for
irrotational dust, as is well known. In this paper, by con-
trast, although we still consider dust, we allow a nonzero
vorticity in the fluid motion, which makes it impossible
to use the SCO gauge. The aim of this section is to con-
struct a gauge that allows for a Lagrangian description
in GR in this particular case.
As we recalled above, a Lagrangian frame is naturally
comoving, i.e., the coordinate system attached to the ob-
server is following the fluid and, as a consequence, the
coordinate spatial velocity of the fluid vanishes. How-
ever the dust velocity field is not hypersurface orthogo-
nal and we have a nonvanishing shift in the space-time
metric. We show that the shift is strictly related to vor-
ticity. In GR, time is not absolute, but very similar to
the spatial Lagrangian coordinate which is a constant la-
bel of an individual matter element, there exists also a
temporal coordinate which serves as a unique Lagrangian
label, i.e., the proper time along the flow lines of matter.
For our definition of the Lagrangian frame, we thus make
use of this proper time, which we denote τ . In the fol-
lowing we describe in detail our choice of the coordinate
system, and introduce the respective gauge conditions.
We call the resulting gauge the Lagrangian gauge (for
vanishing vorticity, this Lagrangian gauge reduces to the
SCO gauge). Let us then start with the definition of the
dimensionless four-velocity,
uµ ≡ dx
µ
cdτ
, (26)
where τ is the proper time along the fluid and the four-
velocity is subject to the usual normalization condition
gµνu
µuν = −1. To make the connection to Newtonian
physics as close as possible, we define the spatial peculiar
velocity to be vi ≡ dxi/dη, and note that vi = δijvj .
Therefore we have the following relation between the
spatial components of the four-velocity and the three-
velocity
ui =
dxi
cdτ
=
dxi
cdη
dη
dτ
=
vi
ac
u0 , (27)
where u0 = dη/dτ by definition. We are now ready to
write the conditions defining the Lagrangian gauge. It is
evident that our choice for the time coordinate fixes the
time component of the four-velocity to be u0 = 1/a in
conformal time, provided that we consider a pressure-less
fluid (which we do). The spatial coordinates are constant
along the fluid, thus this implies vi = ui = 0. Note that
by now, we have introduced four conditions on the four-
velocity, namely one for the scalar u0 and three for the
vector ui = viu0/(ca). These four conditions are not in-
dependent, since the components of the four-velocity are
constrained by the normalization condition. Thus, this
gauge is not yet entirely fixed. We return to this point
shortly. The four conditions above define rather a class
of gauges that can all be called Lagrangian. Let us first
derive some general relations that hold in any gauge be-
longing to this class, including the SCO gauge (but only
in the irrotational case) and the gauge we are looking for.
First of all, note that the conditions we fix on the compo-
nents of the four-velocity together with the normalization
condition imply g00L = −a2. The expression for the shift
can be obtained by exploiting the pressure-less assump-
tion on the matter. Dust moves along geodesics; thus the
four-velocity satisfies
uσ uµ;σ = 0 , (28)
7where the semicolon denotes the covariant derivative.
From the expressions of the temporal and spatial com-
ponents of the geodesic equations in a coordinate system
where vi = 0 and u0 = 1/a, it is straightforward to find
respectively the following results for the Christoffel sym-
bols
Γ000 =
H
c
and Γi00 = 0 . (29)
By substituting these in the very definition Γi00 =
gµiΓ
µ
00 which reads in the present case
Γi00 = g0iΓ
0
00 =
1
2
(2g˙0i − g00,i) , (30)
(the dot denotes the conformal time derivative in La-
grangian space, and the comma “, i” denotes a La-
grangian partial derivative with respect to spatial co-
ordinates qi), we obtain a differential equation for the
conformal shift γ0i ≡ g0i/a2,
γ˙0i +Hγ0i = 0 . (31)
The solution of this is decaying as
γ0i =
Ci
ca
, (32)
where Ci is a space-dependent constant, and we have
added a factor of 1/c such that Ci has the dimension of a
velocity. The shift g0i = a
2γ0i = aCi/c in the space-time
metric is responsible for the frame dragging. We come
back to the frame dragging in the Lagrangian gauge in
Sec. VB.
We have just shown that in presence of dust only, and
if we use a comoving coordinate system (comoving in
space and time), the shift in the metric depends on the
constant Ci. To see the physical meaning of this constant,
let us consider the relativistic vorticity tensor which is
covariantly defined as
ωµν = P
α
µ P
β
ν ∇[αuβ] , (33)
where Pµν = gµν+uµuν is the projection operator in the
fluid rest frame, i.e. Pµνu
ν = 0. In a comoving coordi-
nate system where ui = 0 the covariant components of
the relativistic vorticity are purely spatial6 and read
ωij = P
k
i P
n
j u[n;k] =
1
2
P ki P
n
j (un;k − uk;n) , (34)
where ui = giλu
λ. Using again the comoving condition
ui = 0 we find
ωij =
u0
2
P ki P
n
j
(
gkλΓ
λ
0n − gnσΓσk0
)
(35)
= u0P ki P
n
j (gk0,n − gn0,k) . (36)
6 This is not the case for the mixed and contravariant components.
If, in addition, u0 = 1/a and therefore g0i = a
2γ0i =
aCi/c (as in our case) we finally have
ωij = P
k
i P
n
j
2
c
C[n,k] , (37)
i.e., the time dependence of the vorticity in these coordi-
nates is embodied in the projector tensor.
Equation (37) shows that the transverse part of the
space-dependent constant in the shift represents therefore
a frame-dragging vector potential for relativistic vorticity
and cannot be set to 0 in general. Only for the case of
irrotational dust, the relativistic vorticity vanishes and
it is possible to fix Ci = g0i/(ac) = 0. In other words,
our Lagrangian gauge is comoving but not orthogonal.
Nevertheless, recalling that the conditions vi = 0 and
u0 = 1/a leave us with one more degree of freedom to
fix, we choose to set the scalar part of Ci to 0; thus
Ci ≡ C⊥i , with C⊥ ,ii = 0 , (38)
where the spatial partial derivative is lowered and raised
with the Lagrangian metric hij . Equivalently to using
the conditions (38), we could also impose the vanishing
of the scalar part of g0i, thus leaving the shift to be purely
transverse. We call the resulting gauge the Lagrangian
gauge. As mentioned earlier, in the absence of vorticity,
the transverse shift in this gauge then vanishes, and in
this limit the Lagrangian gauge corresponds to the SCO
gauge.
Summarizing, we define the Lagrangian gauge by the
conditions
u0L =
1
a
, uiL = 0 , g
,i
0iL
= 0 . (39)
These conditions imply, since u0L = g00u
0
L and uiL =
g0iu
0
L, that
u0L = −a , uiL =
C⊥i
c
, (40)
where the space-dependent constant C⊥i is purely trans-
verse. The components of the metric tensor are given
by
g00L = −a2 , g0iL = a
C⊥i
c
, gijL = a
2γij , (41)
where the spatial metric gij
L
contains two scalar, two
vector and two tensor degrees of freedom.
The same choice for the space-time coordinates was
introduced in Ref. [31] for the study of fluid dynamics in
the presence of vorticity in relativistic cosmology. Note
however that the analysis of Ref. [31] is restricted to first
order in perturbation theory, whereas our analysis is fully
nonlinear. When we expand our results to first order,
however, our coordinates and derivatives are exactly the
same as in [31].
We note that an alternative comoving frame can be
defined using suitable orthonormal coordinates, Fermi–
Walker transported along the world line. This frame is
8termed Fermi–Walker [65–67]. The main difference with
respect to the Lagrangian frame is that a Fermi–Walker
frame is a nonrotating coordinate system, i.e., the 3-space
basis is defined by three orthogonal axes of a gyroscopes
carried by the comoving observer. By construction, an
observer at rest in such a coordinate system cannot mea-
sure the frame dragging, or any other “Coriolis forces”
which appear e.g. in the coordinate transformation from
a Eulerian to Lagrangian frame (e.g., [43, 62]). It is also
because of that that the Fermi–Walker frame is not a La-
grangian frame. However, the Fermi–Walker frame could
be potentially a valid alternative to the Lagrangian frame
of fluid flow, and will be analyzed in a future work.
IV. POST-FRIEDMANN FRAMEWORK:
EULERIAN-COORDINATES APPROACH
Let us first explain briefly the main difference between
the PF and PN approximations in cosmology (an exten-
sive discussion about it can be found in paper I [18]). In
the PF approach we expand the metric and the energy-
momentum tensor in powers of 1/c (as in PN approach),
but we keep the matter density and peculiar velocity as
exact fundamental variables, assuming however that the
latter is small with respect to c (in a PN expansion, the
whole physical velocity is assumed to be small, thus a
PN approach in cosmology is only valid inside the Hub-
ble horizon). The PN expansion is based on an itera-
tive approach; in the PF framework we define a set of
resummed PF variables which satisfy consistently both
nonlinear evolution and constraint equations. In section
IVA we see that considering only the leading order in
1/c, we recover the Eulerian-coordinates formulation of
the Newtonian fluid equations.
Then, in Sec. IVB we report the linearized evolution
equations and derive their solutions. Explicitly, the lat-
ter has not been given in paper I [18]. Before proceeding
with the analysis, let us briefly comment that in gen-
eral relativity there is no unique coordinate system which
could be called Eulerian; apart from the Poisson gauge
other possible gauge choices are for example the harmonic
gauge [68], and, in the context of standard perturbation
theory, the total matter gauge [13], or the N -body gauge
[69]. However, one advantage of the Poisson gauge is that
it remains as close as possible to diagonal and spatially
conformally flat, apart from subdominant parts, i.e. a
spatial transverse-traceless tensor and a transverse vec-
tor.
Let us report some general definitions which are useful
in this paper. The four-dimensional line element (Ein-
stein summation implied)
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (42)
with metric signature (−,+,+,+) has, in the Poisson
gauge, the following metric components in the 1/c ex-
pansion
g00 = −a2
[
1− 2UN
c2
+
1
c4
(
2U2N − 4UP
)]
, (43a)
g0i = −a
2
c3
BNi −
a2
c5
BPi , (43b)
gij = a
2
[(
1 +
2VN
c2
+
1
c4
(
2V 2N + 4VP
)
δij +
1
c4
hij
)]
,
(43c)
up to O
(
1/c6
)
. We set the metric coefficients to be di-
mensionless. In the Poisson gauge, the vectors in the g0i
component are transverse with respect to to flat space-
time, i.e., δijBNi|j = 0, where a slash “|j” denotes an Eu-
lerian partial derivative with respect to the spatial com-
ponent xj , and hij is a transverse and trace-free tensor
(hii = 0 = hij
|i). In contrast to paper I [18], we make
use of the conformal time η defined by adη = dt, and our
time coordinate is x0 = cη (note the factor of c, which
is an essential aspect of the PF approach). The compo-
nents of the four-velocity are obtained from the metric
coefficients (43a)–(43c) and the normalization condition
gµνu
µuν = −1. We have [18]
u0 =
1
a
[
1 +
1
c2
(
UN +
1
2
v2
)
+
1
c4
(
1
2
U2N + 2UP + v
2VN +
3
2
v2UN +
3
8
v4 −BNi vi
)]
, (44a)
ui =
vi
c a
u0 , (44b)
u0 = a
[
−1 + 1
c2
(
UN − 1
2
v2
)
+
1
c4
(
2UP − 1
2
U2N −
1
2
v2UN − v2VN − 3
8
v4
)]
, (44c)
ui =
avi
c
+
a
c3
[
−BNi + viUN + 2viVN +
1
2
viv
2
]
, (44d)
where vi is the spatial peculiar velocity defined by
vi ≡ dxi/dη and v2 = δijvivj . These expressions are the
starting point for the calculations in section V, where
we perform the transformation to the Lagrangian coor-
9dinates.
A. The Newtonian regime
Following the notation of paper I [18], 0PF and 1PF
orders respectively refer to terms proportional to 1/c2
and 1/c4. In particular, the 0PF terms are Newtonian,
the 1PF terms contain GR corrections. Here we will con-
sider only the 0PF limit; see paper I [18] for the results
up to 1PF in the Poisson gauge.
It is easy to see that, retaining the leading-order terms
in the 1/c expansion from the hydrodynamic equations
[Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) in paper I [18]], we obtain the New-
tonian continuity and Euler equation, i.e., our Eqs. (1)
and (2). Furthermore, from the Einstein equations we
have [18]
G00 + Λ =
8πG
c4
T 00 →
1
c2
1
a2
∆VN = −4πG
c2
ρ¯δ , (45a)
G0i =
8πG
c4
T 0i →
1
c3
[
− 1
2a2
∆BNi + 2HUN|i + 2V˙N|i
]
=
8πG
c3
ρ¯(1 + δ)vi , (45b)
trace of Gi j + Λδ
i
j =
8πG
c4
T ij →
1
c2
2
a2
∆(VN − UN) = 0 , (45c)
traceless part of Gi j + Λδ
i
j =
8πG
c4
T ij →
1
c2
1
a2
[
(VN − UN) |j|i −
1
3
∆(VN − UN) δji
]
= 0 , (45d)
where we remind the reader, that a slash “|i” denotes a
Eulerian derivative with respect to spatial component xi,
and ∆ ≡∇2
x
denotes the Eulerian Laplacian. From (45c)
it is evident that in this regime UN = VN. In other
words, Einstein equations reduce to the standard equa-
tions of Newtonian cosmology. The metric tensor gen-
erated from a self-consistent expansion of the full set of
Einstein equations at leading order is the cosmological
version of the weak-field metric, with the FLRW metric
replacing Minkowski as background. Finally, let us also
note that in the Newtonian regime the frame-dragging
term, which in the Poisson gauge is represented by BNi ,
cannot be set to 0.
B. The linear limit
The linearization of the PF equations has been investi-
gated in paper I [18]. The authors define a set of appro-
priately resummed variables for the scalar sector, which
are, valid to first order in perturbation theory
φ1 ≡ −
(
UN +
2
c2
UP
)
, (46)
ψ1 ≡ −
(
VN +
2
c2
VP
)
, (47)
and for the vector sector, given by
ω1i ≡ BNi +
1
c2
BPi . (48)
Note that in the linear limit, Eulerian temporal and spa-
tial derivatives coincide with the Lagrangian ones. In
paper I [18] it is shown that the resummed variables de-
fined above satisfy the same equations as the fully GR
equations at first order. We report in the following the
first-order relativistic solutions, which are missing in pa-
per I [18]. The line element at first order in the Poisson
gauge is given by
ds2 = a2
{
−
(
1 + 2
φ1
c2
)
c2dη2 − 2ω1i
c3
cdηdxi
+
(
1− 2ψ1
c2
)
δij dx
idxj
}
, (49)
where the shift is purely transverse, i.e., δijω1 j = 0. The
spatial components of the four-velocity are decomposed
in scalar and vector parts,
ui1 = δ
ijv1 ,j + v
i
1⊥ , (50)
where vi1⊥,i = 0.
The solution for the scalars is well known. We just
report here the results of Ref. [13], to which we refer for
the details. The scalars in the metric tensor are found to
be equal and given by
ψ1 = φ1 ≡ g ϕ0(x) , (51)
where ϕ0 is peculiar gravitational potential linearly
extrapolated to the present time η0, and the time-
dependent function g := D/a is the growth-suppression
factor, with D being the growing mode of the linear den-
sity contrast δ1(η,x) = D(η)δ1(x).
The solution for the scalar part of the spatial four-
velocity is
v1 = − 2
3H20Ωm0
D˙ϕ0 , (52)
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where H0 and Ωm0 are the Hubble parameter and the
matter density parameter Ωm ≡ 8πGa2ρ¯/(3H2) evalu-
ated at present time.
We now derive the solutions for the first-order shift
and for the vector component of the spatial velocity, rep-
resenting the frame dragging and the vorticity in the mat-
ter flow, respectively. We begin with the 0i and trace-free
ij component of the field equations in the Poisson gauge,
which are for the vector part respectively
1
c3
∆ω1i = − 1
c3
6H20Ωm0
a
(
v1i⊥ −
1
c2
ω1i
)
, (53)
0 = 2Hω1(i,j)
c4
+
ω˙1(i,j)
c4
. (54)
From the momentum conservation T µi;µ = 0 we obtain
an evolution equation for the vector components of the
spatial velocity and the shift
ω˙1i +Hω1i
c4
=
v˙1i⊥ +Hv1i⊥
c2
, (55)
whose solution is
v1i⊥ =
ω1i
c2
+
C⊥1i
a
, (56)
where C⊥1i is a transverse and space-dependent constant.
Substituting this result in Eq. (53) it becomes
1
c3
∆ω1i = − 1
c3
6H20Ωm0
a2
C⊥1i . (57)
Finally we obtain the following explicit solutions for the
vector part of the shift and of the velocity, respectively
ω1i = −6H
2
0Ωm0
a2
∆−1C⊥1i(x) , (58)
vi1⊥ = −
6H20Ωm0
a2c2
∆−1C⊥1i(x) +
C⊥1i
a
, (59)
where ∆−1 denotes the inverse of the Eulerian Laplacian.
So far we have not used Eq. (54), but it is easily verified
that solution (58) is in accordance with (54). Let us re-
mark that, to our knowledge, the above results for the
frame dragging and the vorticity at first order in pertur-
bation theory are new.
V. POST-FRIEDMANN FRAMEWORK:
TRANSFORMATION TO THE LAGRANGIAN
GAUGE
One aim of this paper is to obtain the PF approxi-
mation in the Lagrangian approach. To do so, we start
from the results for the metric and matter variables in
the Poisson gauge obtained in paper I [18] (reviewed in
section IV), and perform a gauge transformation in terms
of a 1/c expansion. The transformation from the Pois-
son gauge, with coordinates xµ=˙(η,x), to the Lagrangian
gauge with coordinates qµ=˙(τ, q) is
η(τ, q) = τ +
1
c2
ξ0(τ, q) +
1
c4
χ0(τ, q) +O
(
1
c6
)
,
xi(τ, q) = qi + Si(τ, q) + 1
c2
Σi(τ, q) +O
(
1
c4
)
.
(60)
The form of the coordinate transformation is not arbi-
trary, but it can be easily verified that only the presented
transformation does not lead to any inconsistencies. In
particular, we fix the correct powers in 1/c by consid-
ering the transformation rule for the metric tensor (cf.
Ref. [45]),
gµνL(q
α) =
∂xσ
∂qµ
∂xλ
∂qν
gσλE(x
α(qρ)) , (61)
where we recall that the subscripts “L” and “E” indicate
respectively Lagrangian gauge and Poisson gauge vari-
ables.
In the spirit of Newtonian physics, we define the Eu-
lerian spatial three-velocity in terms of the Lagrangian
time derivative of the Lagrangian map q 7→ x(q, η) by
viE(x
µ(qν)) =
1
c
S˙i + 1
c3
Σ˙i +O(1/c
5) , (62)
where ˙ ≡ ∂/∂η|q. We recall that J¯ ij is the Ja-
cobian matrix element of the spatial Newtonian coor-
dinate transformation xi(τ, q) = qi + Si(τ, q), namely
J¯ ij ≡ δij + Si,j, thus as introduced in Sec. II.
Some comments are in order before continuing with the
calculations. The coordinate transformation (60) mixes
the 1/c powers of the variables in the original gauge, be-
cause of the additional 1/c factor which comes together
with the temporal derivative. Therefore we decide to
start from the standard PN expansion of the metric and
fluid variables in the Poisson gauge and we perform the
transformation iteratively in powers of 1/c. We finally
resum the results in the Lagrangian gauge to obtain the
0PF order and the linear PT.
To obtain the equations for the time gauge generator
and for the shift in the Lagrangian gauge, we use the
transformation of the components of the four-velocity,
which are
u0L(q
α) =
∂x0
∂q0
u0E(x
α(qρ)) +
∂xi
∂q0
uiE(x
α(qρ)) , (63a)
uiL(q
α) =
∂x0
∂qi
u0E(x
α(qρ)) +
∂xl
∂qi
ulE(x
α(qρ)) . (63b)
We now expand in 1/c powers the Jacobian matrix
and the arguments of all the Eulerian variables in the
last two equations according to the coordinate transfor-
mation (60). After straightforward calculations we find
for Eq. (63a) up to O(1/c4)
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0 =
1
c2
(
UN −Hξ0 − ξ˙0 − 1
2
v2 + vi S˙i
)
+
1
c4
[
2UP −Hχ0 − χ˙0 − 1
2
(H˙+H2)ξ02 + (ξ˙0 +Hξ0)
(
UN − v
2
2
)
+ Σ˙ivi − 1
2
U2N −
1
2
v2UN − v2VN − 3
8
v4 − ξ˙0Hξ0 + S˙i
(
viHξ0 −BNi + viUN + 2viVN +
1
2
viv
2
)]
, (64a)
and for Eq. (63b) we obtain up to O(1/c5)
C⊥i
ca
=
1
c
(J¯ livl − ∂qiξ0)+ 1c3
[
∂qiξ
0
(
UN − 1
2
v2 −Hξ0
)
+ J¯ li
(
vlHξ0 −BNl + 3vlUN +
1
2
vlv
2
)
+ vl∂qiΣ
l − ∂qiχ0
]
.
(64b)
In the last two equations the time dependence is on the absolute Newtonian time η = τ and the Eulerian variables
UN, UP, and B
N
i depend on the Newtonian spatial coordinates x
i = qi + Si(τ, q).
Let us now obtain the expression for the metric tensor in the Lagrangian gauge which is found from the transfor-
mation rule (61). The transformations of the 00 and 0i components, together with the gauge conditions g00L = −a2
and g0iL = aC
⊥
i /c, lead to the identical equation that we obtain when expanding u0L and uiL [Eqs. (64a) and (64b)].
Now we proceed with the calculation of the spatial metric in the Lagrangian gauge. The transformation rule for the
spatial metric reads
gijL =
∂x0
∂qi
∂x0
∂qj
g00E +
(
∂x0
∂qi
∂xk
∂qj
+
∂xk
∂qi
∂x0
∂qj
)
g0kE +
∂xk
∂qi
∂xn
∂qj
gknE . (65)
The expansion in powers of 1/c gives, up to O(1/c4),
gijL = a
2J¯ kiJ¯ njδkn + a
2
c2
[
2Σk,(iJ¯kj) − ξ0,iξ0,j +
(
2VN + 2Hξ0
) J¯ kiJ¯ njδkn]
+
a2
c4
{
ξ0,iξ
0
,j
(
2UN − 2Hξ0
)− 2ξ0,iJ¯ kjBNk − ξ0,(iχ0,j) + 4Σk,(iJ¯ nj) (VN +Hξ0) δkn
+ J¯ kiJ¯ nj



2V 2N + 4VP + 4Hξ0VN + 2ξ0V˙N + 2∂VN∂xi
∣∣∣∣∣
xi=qi+Si
Σi +Hξ02 +Hχ0

 δkn + hkn

} , (66)
where a comma “, i” denotes a partial spatial derivative
with respect to Lagrangian coordinate qi, as usual. In
Eq. (66) the time dependence is on the absolute New-
tonian time η = τ , and the spatial dependence of the
Eulerian functions is on the Newtonian coordinates xi =
qi + Si(τ, q).
After having obtained the equations for the transfor-
mation to the Lagrangian gauge, we now describe the
procedure to solve them for the gauge generator and the
space-time metric. First of all, we consider the very
definition of the spatial velocity in terms of the map
q 7→ x(q, η), which we gave in Eq. (62) and repeat here
for convenience: viE(x
µ(qν)) = S˙i/c + Σ˙i/c3 + O(1/c5).
Once the velocity in the Eulerian coordinates is known,
e.g., by the use of cosmological perturbation theory, the
displacement field is easily obtained by time integration.
Then, Eq. (64a) and (64b) are four coupled equations
which form a close set for the time gauge generator and
for the shift in the Lagrangian gauge, g0iL = aC
⊥
i /c. Fi-
nally, the substitution of these results in Eq. (66) yields
the spatial metric gijL , thus concluding the strategy to
derive the Lagrangian metric.
A. The Newtonian regime
The Newtonian limit is given by the lowest order in
the 1/c expansion. Equations (64a) and (64b) give re-
spectively
ξ˙0 +Hξ0 − 1
2
v2E = UN , (67a)
C⊥i
a
= J¯ livlE − ∂qiξ0 , (67b)
where in the first equation, from the lowest order of
Eq. (62), we have used the fact that viE(x
µ(qν)) =
1
c
∂ηSi+O(1/c3). Equation (67a) is nothing but the New-
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tonian Bernoulli equation [Eq. (25)],
Φ˙L +HΦL − 1
2
|x˙|2 = ULN , (68)
provided that we identify the time-gauge generator ξ0
with the Lagrangian velocity potential ΦL. Indeed, tak-
ing the Lagrangian divergence on (67b), we recover (24)
which is the Lagrangian gradient of the Newtonian veloc-
ity potential in Lagrangian space. Finally, by taking the
Lagrangian curl of Eq. (67b), and noting that vl,kE ≡ ˙¯J lk,
we recover the Cauchy invariants [cf. Eqs. (20)],
1
2
εijk ˙¯J ljJ¯lk =
aini
a
ωiini , (i = 1, 2, 3) (69)
provided that we identify εijkC⊥k,j = 2 ainiω
i
ini. We
thus conclude that we have recovered the Lagrangian-
coordinates approach of Newtonian dynamics.
B. The linear limit
Linearizing our expressions (64a) and (64b) we obtain
respectively
0 =
1
c2
(
U1N −Hξ01 − ξ˙01
)
+
1
c4
[
2U1P −Hχ01 − χ˙01
]
,
(70a)
C⊥1i
c a
=
1
c
(
S˙1i − ξ01,i
)
+
1
c3
[
Σ˙1i −BN1i − χ01,i
]
, (70b)
where we have used again Eq. (62), i.e., viE(x
µ(qν)) =
S˙i/c + Σ˙i/c3 + O(1/c5). The linearization of Eq. (66)
leads to the first-order spatial metric
g1ijL = a
2
{[
1 + 2
(
V1N
c2
+
2V1P
c4
+H ξ
0
1
c2
+Hχ
0
1
c4
)]
δij
+
(
S1i + 1
c2
Σ1i
)
,j
+
(
S1j + 1
c2
Σ1j
)
,i
}
. (71)
Following paper I [18], we introduce the resummed vari-
ables for the first-order scalars and vector in the metric
in the Poisson gauge,
φ1 ≡ −
(
U1N +
2
c2
U1P
)
, (72a)
ψ1 ≡ −
(
V1N +
2
c2
V1P
)
, (72b)
ω1i ≡ BN1i +
1
c3
BP1i , (72c)
and introduce the resummed expressions for the gauge
generators,
α1 = ξ
0
1 +
1
c2
χ01 , (72d)
β1 = S1 + 1
c2
Σ1 , (72e)
d1i = S1i⊥ +
1
c2
Σ1i⊥ , (72f)
where we have decomposed the spatial displacement in
scalar and vector contributions as S1i = S1,i + S1i⊥ and
Σ1i = Σ1,i + Σ1i⊥ . Note that in virtue of Eq. (62) we
have the following correspondence
β˙1
c
=
v1
c
(73)
d˙1i
c
=
S˙1i⊥
c
+
1
c3
Σ˙1i⊥ =
v1i⊥
c
. (74)
Let us now rewrite Eqs. (70a), (70b), and (71) in terms
of these resummed variables. They become respectively
0 = −φ1
c2
− Hα1
c2
− α˙1
c2
, (75a)
α1,i = β˙1,i , (75b)
C⊥1i
c a
= −ω1i
c3
+
d˙1i
c
, (75c)
g1ijL = a
2
{[
1− 2
(
ψ1
c2
− Hα1
c2
)]
δij
+ 2β1,ij + 2d1(i,j)
}
. (75d)
These equations are identical with the fully GR gauge
transformation at first order, see Eqs. (A18), (A20),
(A22), and (A24), given in Appendix A. Thus, we have
shown that we recover first-order relativistic perturba-
tion theory from the PF approach. Evidently, to achieve
this matching between these different perturbation ap-
proaches, the introduction of the above resummed vari-
ables is essential.
We now solve the above equations by making use of the
first-order results in the Poisson gauge that we reported
in Sec. IVB. From Eqs. (75a) and (75b), the solutions
for the time-gauge generator and the scalar in the spatial
transformation read, [13]
α1 = −2
3
D˙ϕ0
H20Ωm0
, (76)
β1 = −2
3
Dϕ0
H20Ωm0
. (77)
By using the first-order solutions in the Poisson gauge
[see Eq. (58)], Eq. (75c) reads
d˙1i
c
= −6H
2
0Ωm0
a2c3
∆−1C⊥1i +
C⊥1i
ac
, (78)
which coincides of course with Eq. (74). The constant C⊥1i
represents the initial vorticity, i.e., ∇×C⊥1 = 2 ainiωini1 .
This can be easily seen by the comparison between
Eq. (74)
d˙1i
c
=
S˙1i⊥
c
+
1
c3
Σ˙1i⊥
=
C⊥1i
ac
− 6H
2
0Ωm0
a2c3
∆−1C⊥1i , (79)
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and the linearization of Eq. (69)
εijk
S˙1⊥ k,j
c
=
aini
ac
ωi1ini . (80)
Finally d1i is given by time integration of
1
2
d˙1i
c
= −6H
2
0Ωm0
a2c3
∆−1C⊥1i +
C⊥1i
ac
. (81)
Concluding, we obtain for the shift of the metric
g0i1L = 2a aini
ωini1i
c
, (82)
and for the spatial metric we find
gij1L = a
2
[(
1− 2g ϕ0
c2
)
δij +
4
3
Dϕ0 ,ij
H20Ωm0
+ 2d1(i,j)
]
.
(83)
These results are, to our knowledge, new. Let us finally
make a comment about the linear frame dragging result-
ing in the Lagrangian gauge. At first order, the gauge
invariant definition of the frame-dragging potential is [70]
Ψ1i = ω1i − F˙1i . (84)
In the Poisson gauge the frame dragging is given by
the shift ω1i [see Eq. (58)] whereas in the Lagrangian
gauge it is given by the above combination between
the shift and the time derivative of the vector mode
in the spatial metric. The result for the gauge invari-
ant potential is of course the same and reads Ψ1i =
−6H20Ωm0∆−1C⊥1i/(a2c2), where ∇×C⊥1 = 2 ainiωini1 .
C. The 1PF Lagrangian metric
According to paper I [18], the 1PF variables are the
resummed variables including the first relativistic cor-
rections, in the 1/c expansion, to Newtonian variables.
When Einstein equations in the Poisson gauge are writ-
ten in terms of these variables, i.e., up to the 1PF order,
they reproduce both the Newtonian equations in the Eu-
lerian approach and relativistic PT equations at linear
order in the Poisson gauge. In other words, in paper I
[18] the 1PF variables are constructed by a careful anal-
ysis of the Einstein equations in the Poisson gauge. By
contrast, in the present paper we do not derive the Ein-
stein equations in the Lagrangian gauge. We obtain the
results for the Lagrangian metric via a gauge transfor-
mation from the Poisson gauge. Nevertheless we showed
that we are able to recover both the Newtonian limit and
relativistic PT at linear order. Therefore, since we have
already established what we need for the Newtonian limit
and for first order in PT, we are able to write down the
corresponding metric by using the space-space compo-
nents of the transformation rule for the metrix tensor.
We find
gijL = a
2J¯ kiJ¯ njδkn + a
2
c2
[
2Σk,(iJ¯kj) − ξ0,iξ0,j +
(
2VN + 2Hξ0
) J¯ kiJ¯ njδkn]
+
a2
c4
{
ξ0,iξ
0
,j
(
2UN − 2Hξ0
)− 2ξ0,iJ¯ kjBNk − ξ0,(iχ0,j) + 4Σk,(iJ¯ nj) (VN +Hξ0) δkn
+ J¯ kiJ¯ nj



2V 2N + 4VP + 4Hξ0VN + 2ξ0V˙N + 2∂VN∂xi
∣∣∣∣∣
xi=qi+Si
Σi +Hξ02 +Hχ0

 δkn + hkn


}
. (85)
This is our final result.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we consider the PF approximation
scheme, recently introduced in paper I [18] to study cos-
mic structure formation on all scales from the perspec-
tive of GR. The PF approach provides nonlinear GR
corrections to Newtonian dynamics on small scales and,
when linearized, it recovers relativistic perturbation the-
ory, which is the leading-order description on large scales.
In paper I [18] the PF formalism was developed in the
Poisson gauge where the Einstein equations at the lead-
ing order in the PF approximation reduce to the New-
tonian equations in the Eulerian formulation of cosmic
fluid dynamics. In the present work we develop the PF
approach in the Lagrangian-coordinates formulation.
We consider a vortical and pressureless fluid in a flat
ΛCDM universe. In the context of Newtonian theory,
we first review the fully nonlinear equations in the Eule-
rian approach, and then derive the corresponding equa-
tions in the Lagrangian approach (section II). In the La-
grangian approach, the displacement field is the only dy-
namical quantity, and for its three components we derive
novel evolution equations. Specifically, for the scalar part
of the displacement we derive the generalized Bernoulli
equation, which could be viewed as the statement of en-
ergy conservation of a vortical fluid. For the two vector
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components of the displacement, we derive the so-called
Cauchy invariants, which state the invariance of the fluid
Lagrangian under relabeling symmetry (for an extensive
discussion see Ref. [71]). These Newtonian equations are
new and were previously known only for some noncosmo-
logical fluids (see, e.g., [34]).
The remaining part of the paper deals with GR correc-
tions to the Newtonian results within the PF approach
in Lagrangian coordinates. From the relativistic point of
view, the description of a vortical fluid is complicated by
the fact that it is not possible to use the most natural
(and most popular) gauge related to the Lagrangian ap-
proach, namely the SCO gauge. The latter, in fact, can
only be defined if the matter is pressureless (as in our
case) and also irrotational. We therefore construct a new
gauge which is suitable for the Lagrangian description of
the dynamics of vortical dust, the Lagrangian gauge (Sec.
III). Note that in the limit of vanishing vorticity, this La-
grangian gauge becomes identical with the SCO gauge.
Furthermore, let us remark that we derive the definition
of this Lagrangian gauge from a fully nonperturbative
perspective, by exploiting the dust approximation, i.e.,
the fact that the four-velocity of the dust satisfies the
geodesic equation and the exact expression for vorticity
in GR.
To obtain the Lagrangian-coordinates approach in the
PF scheme, we perform a gauge transformation from
Poisson gauge to Lagrangian gauge (Sec. V). We choose
to proceed in this way to highlight the physical interpre-
tation of this gauge transformation: fairly similar to the
spatial transformation from Eulerian to Lagrangian co-
ordinates in Newton theory, the outlined gauge transfor-
mation amounts to a four-dimensional coordinate trans-
formation involving, to the leading order in 1/c, the fully
nonlinear Newtonian displacement field in the spatial
component of the gauge transformation, and the fully
nonlinear Newtonian velocity potential in the temporal
part of the gauge transformation. We find that, to the
leading order in the PF scheme, the corresponding con-
straints from the gauge transformation yield the general-
ized Bernoulli equation and the Cauchy invariants, thus
establishing the Newtonian results in the leading order
and proving the consistency of our introduced approxi-
mation scheme.
Our formalism could be used to implement GR cor-
rections in N -body simulations. Such simulations are
traditionally the standard tool to study the process of
cosmic structure formation, which however requires the
validity of the Newtonian approximation. Implement-
ing GR corrections in such codes would be important in
order to achieve the target of 1% accuracy of such sim-
ulations (required for future galaxy surveys) [72], espe-
cially considering that on scales of the order of the Hub-
ble horizon, causality, retardation and other GR effects
may become important. First steps in this direction have
been recently made in Refs. [19, 20] where the authors
extracted the frame-dragging gravitomagnetic vector po-
tentials from Newtonian simulations. Their analysis how-
ever relied on a Eulerian description, so one straightfor-
ward application of our formalism would be to repeat
their analysis but calculate the frame dragging within the
Lagrangian approach. Furthermore, initial conditions
for Newtonian simulations are usually set up using the
Zel’dovich approximation, or its second-order extension
2LPT (see [14] and references therein). Both of these ap-
proximation schemes are Lagrangian too, however, only
Newtonian, so one straightforward application would be
to generalize 2LPT within the Lagrangian PF approach.
Similar considerations to this have been recently made in
[69, 73–75] where however relativistic perturbation the-
ory has been used instead of the PF scheme.
Finally, we note that recently the first GR cosmologi-
cal numerical simulations have been produced. In these
simulations the space-time metric is self-consistently cal-
culated by integrating Einstein equations, either with an
N -body approach within the weak-field approximation
[22, 76], or assuming an irrotational pressureless fluid in
fully nonlinear numerical relativity [77–79]. In particu-
lar, in Refs. [77–79] the SCO gauge has been used, and
therefore the Lagrangian PF approximation introduced
here would be an ideal approximate framework to com-
pare with these fully nonlinear GR results, for instance to
help establish the relevance of the relativistic corrections
to the Newtonian results.
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Appendix A: First-order gauge transformation
In this appendix we provide some first-order calcu-
lations. For notational simplicity, we use a comma to
denote a spatial partial derivative (∂i =,i), and a dot
denotes the partial derivative with respect to conformal
time. The components of a spatially flat FLRW metric
perturbed up to first order are written in any gauge as
g00 = −a2 (1 + 2φ1) (A1a)
g0i = a
2 (B1,i − ω1i) (A1b)
gij = a
2
[
(1− 2ψ1) δij + 2DijE1 + 2F1(i,j)
]
, (A1c)
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where we make use of the operator Dij ≡ ∂i∂j −
(1/3)∇2δij , ω1i and F1i are transverse vectors, i.e.,
δijω1i,j = δ
ijF1i,j = 0, and we neglect first-order ten-
sor modes in the spatial metric. The background part
(which is by definition only time dependent) is given by
g00 = −a2(η) , gij = a2(η) δij . (A2)
As before, η is the conformal time (a dη = dt, where t is
the cosmic time), and a(η) the FLRW scale factor, which
obeys the Friedmann equations.
The four-velocity of matter is uµ = dxµ/(cdτ), where
τ is the proper (comoving) time, comoving with the fluid.
To first order we have
uµ =
1
ac
(δµ0 + u
µ
1 ) , (A3)
where uµ1 is the first-order peculiar velocity (peculiar in
the spatial and temporal sense). From the normalization
condition uµuνgµν = −1, we obtain the constraint for
the time component of uµ, which reads up to first order
(in any gauge)
u01 = −
φ1
c2
. (A4)
The perturbations of the spatial components vi split as
usual in scalar and vector parts
ui1 = δ
ijv1,j + v
i
1⊥ , (A5)
where vi1⊥,i = 0. Finally, the perturbation in the matter
density up to first order is written as ρ = ρ + ρ1, where
the background density ρ is time dependent only. The
density contrast is defined by
δ1(η,x) ≡ ρ1(η,x)− ρ¯(η)
ρ¯(η)
. (A6)
1. First-order gauge transformations
We specialize the first-order transformation rules to
the specific gauge transformation considered in this pa-
per, namely the transformation from the Poisson gauge,
with coordinates xµ(qν), to the Lagrangian gauge, with
coordinates qµ(qν). As before, quantities in the La-
grangian gauge are indicated with a subscript “L”. Fol-
lowing Ref. [59], we adopt the so-called passive approach,
where the gauge transformation is seen as a coordinate
transformation qµ → xµ(qν), where qµ are coordinates
in the Lagrangian gauge, and xµ the coordinates in the
Poisson gauge. Up to first order the temporal and spatial
gauge transformations are
τ = η − ξ
0
1
c2
, (A7)
qi = xi − ξi1 , (A8)
with inverse
η = τ +
ξ01
c2
, (A9)
xi = qi + ξi1 , (A10)
where all the quantities are evaluated at the same point
on the background space-time where the coordinates xµ
and qµ coincide. As usual, the four vectors ξµ1 can be
decomposed into scalar and vector parts
ξ01 = α1 , ξ
i
1 = δ
ijβ1,j + d
i
1 , with d
i
1,i = 0 .
(A11)
In the Poisson gauge the space-time metric perturbed
up to first order is given by
g00 = −a2
(
1 + 2
φ1
c2
)
, (A12)
g0i = −a2ω1i
c3
, (A13)
gij = a
2
[(
1− 2ψ1
c2
)
δij
]
, (A14)
and in the Lagrangian gauge we have
g00 = −a2 , (A15)
g0i = −a2ω1iL
c
, (A16)
gij = a
2
[
(1− 2ψ1L) δij + 2DijE1L + 2F1L (i,j)
]
, (A17)
where ω1iL = −C⊥i from our gauge condition (41).
a. Metric tensor. We find the following first-order
transformations for the metric tensor
• scalar perturbations
0 =
φ1
c2
+
Hα1
c2
+
α˙1
c2
, (A18)
ψ1L =
ψ1
c2
− Hα1
c2
− 1
3
∇
2β1 , (A19)
α1 = β˙1 , (A20)
E1L = β1 , (A21)
• vector perturbations
ω1iL
c
=
ω1i
c3
− d˙1i
c
, (A22)
F1iL = di1 , (A23)
where the dot denotes partial derivative with respect to
conformal time and H = a˙/a = aH is the conformal
Hubble parameter.
Putting all the results together, the spatial metric in
the Lagrangian gauge is given by
gijL = a
2
[{
1− 2
(
ψ1L
c2
− Hα1
c2
)}
δij + 2β1,ij + 2d1(i,j)
]
.
(A24)
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b. Three-velocity. The transformation of the tempo-
ral part of the peculiar velocity is obtained from Eq. (A4)
and reads
0 = −φ1
c2
− Hα1
c2
− α˙1
c2
. (A25)
For the scalar and vector part of the spatial peculiar ve-
locity we find
0 =
v1
c
− β˙1
c
, (A26)
and
0 =
vi1⊥
c
− d˙i1
c
. (A27)
c. Matter density. Finally, the perturbation of the
density contrast transforms as
δ1L = δ1 −
3Hα1
c2
. (A28)
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